Knowledge Management Practice in Private Sector: Building the Way for Saudi Arabia Strategic Growth and Transformation To Knowledge-Based Economy
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Abstract

The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA) and its growth objective is to be a major player in the global economy and moving toward a knowledge-based economy. To achieve its objectives, the private sector in various fields in KSA needs to be in line with country’s ambitious goal; Knowledge Management (KM) handling and readiness for the foreseen customer demand need to be in line with goals. This study presents a critical review to evaluate existing KM practice in the private sector in Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA) to see the readiness of this sector to play an integral role of knowledge-based economy and support nation’s growth strategy. The paper will examine current states in term of how knowledge management is practiced in the country. This paper addressed various aspects of knowledge management ranges from the need of implementing knowledge management systems to the added value by deploying such systems. In addition, the review was discuss if the private sector is heading in the right direction, and coherent with KSA strategic goal by examining a sample of four major firms in private sector. The outcome of the sample reflected that the private sector is harmonized with KSA objective.
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1. Introduction

Saudi Arabia is taking major and courage’s steps to transform into a knowledge-based economy and consolidate the basis to the information society. Therefore, several mega economic cities are being constructed. They are accompanied by specialized universities and institutes to build the foundation and shift to a knowledge-based economy. Moreover, the country improves its business standards, regulations and existing infrastructure to provide needed services to attract and protect investors. Moreover, business strategy and KM management are being implemented in public sectors such as e-Government. In order to accomplish its target to be a knowledge-based economy, Saudi Arabia implements series of 3-years development plans. One of these plans is ninth development plan [1] which is the recently published plan. The planning emphasizes that the developing and participation of private sector in process of national manpower skill improvement move towards a knowledge economy. Also, it encourages deep partnership between the public and private sectors.

2. Problem Statement

Saudi Arabia strategic growth main objective is to be a major player in the global economy and moving toward knowledge-based economy [2]. Therefore, private sectors in various fields need to be in line with country’s ambition goal by improving their knowledge management handling and readiness for the foreseen customer demands. This study was the critical review to evaluate existing knowledge management practice in the private sector in KSA to see the readiness of this sector to play an integral role of the knowledge-based economy and support strategic nation’s growth strategy. The research examined current states in term of how knowledge management practised. The study addressed various aspects of KM ranges from the need of implementing knowledge management systems to the added value by deploying such systems. In addition, the review was discussed, if the private sector is heading in the right direction by examining four samples which consider major firms and role player in KSA.

2.1. Research Questions

1. How are Saudi Arabian private industry and service sector practising knowledge management?
2. How Saudi Arabia’s firms are in line with Saudi Arabia growth strategy?
3. What are the initiatives taken in private sector?

2.2. Research Objectives

1. To determine the extent of knowledge management practice in the Saudi Arabian private industry and service sector.
2. To verify the readiness of Saudi Arabia’s firms for Saudi Arabia growth strategy.
3. To explore private sector’s initiatives in knowledge management.

3 Literature review

In this section the researchers divided the literature review into different sections.

3.1. Saudi Arabia Growth Strategy

Saudi Arabia aspiration is to be part of the global economy major player. King Abdullah Said, “We are keen on making our economy capable of playing a pioneering role in regional and international arenas and meeting the aspirations of its citizens” [2]. Several mega economic cities are currently under construction. They are accompanied by specialized universities such as King Abdullah University of Science and Technology and vocational training centres and institutes to build the foundation and shift to the knowledge-based economy [2]. Prince Bandar bin Abdullah said, “We need to support our youth in terms of effective knowledge transfer so that we can compete effectively with businesses in Europe, the US, and Asia” [2].

Saudi Arabia is a member of G-20 which is a forum of the major advance emerging market economic country in the world. KSA implemented G-20 recommendations to improve its economy by including them in its economic and strategic objectives and shift toward knowledge-based economy [3]. The country commenced major steps to diversify its income by and open its markets for private sectors and international investors and looking forward to joining Word Trade Organization (WTO). Dr. Fawaz Al Alamy, Deputy Minister of Commerce and Industry said: “A swift accession to the WTO was important so that we could sit down and debate with our friendly countries and open up to international investment” [2].

3.2. Ninth Development Plan (2010-2014)

Saudi Arabia implemented series of 5-years development plans to fulfill its long-term strategic goal to transform into a knowledge-based economy. The ninth development plan is a continuation KSA development approach adopted by KSA in last four decades to combine. The ninth development plan is based on five themes: enhancing and intensifying efforts to improve citizens, development of national manpower and increasing their employment, balanced development among regions of the kingdom structural development and raising the competitiveness of the national economy and national products. The plan, in its brief, emphasis, in its general objectives, developing and participation of private sector in process of national manpower skill improvement to move towards a knowledge-based economy and consolidate the basis of an information society, figure 1. The planning brief also mentioned, in its major implementation mechanisms, creating an encouraging environment for moving towards a knowledge economy and a gradual transformation towards an information society. Also, it mentioned deepening partnership between the public and private sectors and accelerates privatization processes. Moreover, increasing the contribution of national labour in various developments sectors and provides inclusive and integrated health care [1].

3.3. Knowledge Management in industry and service sectors.

Several firms invest in technology, process and people which become necessary in order to ensure having desire share in the marketplace. “Globalization and competitions are the main two challenges facing firms who are trying to sustain their success or even to stay in the market” [4]. This fast changing environment put Knowledge Management (KM) as essential and integral part of what organizations have to deal with [5]. They set up advanced and complex websites and many knowledge management initiatives to create, maintain and share knowledge internally [4] by accumulating and applying gained knowledge to create an economic value [6]. Braganza and Sharif mentioned that the user who creates knowledge is the one who should maintain it [7]. They incorporate KM activities in their business and operation systems’ plans, concentrating chiefly on putting in new innovations in their premises, so as to improve their items and administrations. However, these plans give careful consideration to individuals who are utilizing these innovations and procedures in how these advances are utilized viably and effectively.

The organization understands how to employ KM and what tools and aids to use is essential for successful Knowledge Management [5]. Most organizations do not have a clear vision of knowledge management, its definition and roles in their own organizations, hence continue to lose expertise, experiences and knowledge assets [8]. Moreover, this will contribute to the failure of KM projects and KM initiatives [9]. Companies can become more efficient by transferring what workers know, and then they can develop learning strategies [5]. Knowledge is an important focus strategically, where knowledge is seen as “the most strategically important resource which organizations possess” [10]. This will improve customer service, faster product development and innovations [4].

4. Knowledge management in Saudi Arabia private sector

Many studies were conducted to explore knowledge management, knowledge sharing and knowledge-based in Saudi Arabia’s private firms [11] [19]. These studies covered various sectors in industries and services such as communications, Information Technology, engineering and consulting services, oil and gas and health and hospital institutions.

This paper focuses on the readiness of private sector to play an integral role in KSA’s strategic growth by examining existing KM practice, effective and obstacles and if private sector KM heading to the right direction in the line of the ninth development plan. A sample of four firms will be studied and investigated in various industry and services organizations. These businesses are health and hospital institution, Saudi Aramco, Saudi Airlines and Saudi Telecom.

4.1 Health and Hospital Institutions

Saudi Arabia’s Medical Health Care (MHC) is challenged to improve patients’ satisfaction and reduce medical error which reached to 670 cases in 2009 alone. This is a very alarming number [13]. Although the need for Strategic Healthcare Decision-Support Services (SHDS) become necessary, several technical, organizational, cultural, financial and human nature obstacles facing medical fraternity network. SHDS envisioned support to collect, process, store and share knowledge. Furthermore, establish organization learning process [11]. Figure 2 shows an overview of Saudi Arabia hospital current health care system.

![Knowledge Management in Saudi Arabia](image-url)
Health Care System has two branches public and private sectors. Ministry of Health (MOH) concerned of finance public hospitals provision and needs. This includes various services such as school health units, referral hospitals and teaching hospitals. MOH provides 605 of health care services countrywide. These agencies work under full-time inspection and investigation by the government agencies [20].

![Fig 2: Current Saudi Arabia Health Care System](image)

4.3 Saudi Airlines (Saudia)

Saudi Airlines (Saudia) is the official carrier of Saudi Arabia. Saudia is one of the leading airline firms where it operates more than 139 destinations worldwide [24]. Saudia implemented knowledge management solution called Holistic Operation-Based Knowledge Management (OBKM). The objective for its KM is to assist the technical and sales staff at the airlines to form a closed social network [18]. The solution is in-house development built on top of ERP SAP application SAP NetWeaver portal component. This is in order to automate tasks to help in forecasting, planning and seat booking. Also to store and archive knowledge artefacts and help in their retrieval. It accesses many databases. Figure 4 shows OBKM framework which has three Aspects leadership, process management and people management Aspects [14]. Leadership Aspect is to enable organization leader to enforced knowledge sharing culture. Process Management Aspect is to ensure better process through the organization policy, procedure and work instructions, and monitoring. People management Aspect is to highlight knowledge sharing a culture that influences OBKM success such as teamwork and mentoring. OBKM expedited problem solutions that take more than three days to be solved and understood in few hours. This enabled Saudia to reduce the maintenance repair time by 8%, a substantial gain for an industry where normal margins are often less than 3% [18].

![Fig 4: Saudia OBKM KM framework](image)

4.4 Saudi Telecom Company (STC)

Saudi Telecom Company (STC) is the first communication operator in Saudi Arabia. It was transformed from public sector to private sector in 2002. STC is the largest telecommunication carrier in KSA and provides mobiles, Internet and landlines services. Knowledge Exchange is STC KM solution. It was implemented to support STC LEAD initiative. The LEAD program was created to assist STC to increase its international operations, customer satisfaction and offer its convergence so expect is to highlight knowledge sharing a culture that influences OBKM success such as teamwork and mentoring. OBKM espered problem solutions that take more than three days to be solved and understood in few hours. This enabled Saudia to reduce the maintenance repair time by 8%, a substantial gain for an industry where normal margins are often less than 3% [18].

![Fig 3: Various functionalities in many KM components](image)
5. Health and Hospital Institutions

In this paper, the readiness for the private sector in various private sector fields is being addressed to know if private sectors are complementing the public sector and moving in the right directions toward nation’s knowledge-based economy. Four leader firms were explored and reviewed in term of how they practised their knowledge management. Used KM solution, its effectiveness and value-added, benefit and ultimately a contribution to nation knowledge-based economy. The four leader firms were selected, private hospitals, Saudi Aramco, Saudi Airlines and Saudi Telecom.

5.1 Health and Hospital Institution (Private Hospitals)

Saudi Arabia’s private Medical Health Care (MHC) needs Strategic Healthcare Decision-Support Services (SHDS) to improve their services and patients' satisfaction. Although there is a clear vision of how to improve MHC, still there are several obstacles to be addressed in order to successful SHDS. According to this review, most CSF are not there to start implementation. One of the reasons is the MOH focus support to the public sector. Another reason is the knowledge is not shared because there is no mechanism or tool enabler. Hospitals work in isolated islands and no organization that combine them together and exchange experience and lesson learned. This explains the high error fatalities.

5.2 Saudi Aramco

Saudi Aramco leadership has a clear vision of what needs to be done to complement country strategic goal. This is can be seen in the on comments made by high company officers. Sharee is the customized version of Microsoft SharePoint used by the company to satisfy its needs. Saudi Aramco is transforming its culture to be knowledge-based organization and ultimately information society. This is fully in line with KSA growth strategy and ninth development plan. The company requires additional work in its structure and measurement tool to improve Share from the only portal with link capabilities to fully Discussion Support System (DSS) with workflow and measurement.

5.3 Saudi Airlines

Saudi Airlines implemented knowledge management in-house is a SAP NetWeaver portal component on top of SAP ERP solution following Operation-Based Knowledge Management (OBKM) framework. This solution assists technical and sales staff at the airlines to form a closed social network by automating tasks in forecasting, planning and seat booking. Also, storing and archiving knowledge artefacts and help in their retrieval. The solution also has various aspects to improve leadership, process and knowledge sharing. It has DSS capabilities and monitoring and measurement tools. This is fully in line with KSA growth strategy and ninth development plan.

5.4 Saudi Telecom

Saudi Telecom Company (STC) implemented knowledge management system called Knowledge Exchange to support STC LEAD program. Although the system is high accepted by middle management and low management, however, it is not fully acknowledged by individuals: employee and technicians. It is clear that there is intelligent in this system where it has ability to do forecast and planning. It enables users to sharing.

6. Interpretation

There was no precise measurements mentioned and the company is consistent with KSA growth strategy and ninth development plan. Table 1 show relationships between Firms’ Critical Success Factors and KSA Growth Strategy and ninth development plan.

Table 1: Critical Success Factors and KSA Growth Strategy and ninth development plan Matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Firm</th>
<th>Critical Success Factors (CSF)</th>
<th>Saudi Arabia Growth Strategy and Ninth Development Plan Elements of Knowledge-based Economy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Leadership</td>
<td>Culture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health &amp; Hospital Institution</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saudi Aramco</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saudi Airlines</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saudi Telecom</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7. Conclusion

The private sector is definitely in line with Saudi Arabia strategic growth knowledge-based economy and tactical development plans as most firms except private hospitals has both CSF and elements of Knowledge-based economy.
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